
 

Progression in History OALM 

 Topic Who, what significant 
events and individuals 
(and why they were 
significant) 

Characteristic 
features of life  
including diversity 
within a period eg 
rich poor 

Important change 
within a period 

Cause and effect Connections  and 
contrast between 
periods 

Historical 
enquiry skills 

Understanding 
Chronology 

Year R  All About me 
Personal and family 
history 
Significant people in 
family 
 
 

 How the children 
have changed 
Recognise changes 
in living memory 

  Asking and 
answering 
questions eg of 
parents.  
 

Chronological 
order of 
changes and 
key events 
Sequence 
events 
Use language to 
show passing of 
time, now, 
then, before 

Year 
1/2 

     Regognise what is 
the same- eg toy 
cars and what is 
different eg metal 
and plastic, now 
have remoe control. 
 

Use artefacts 
pictures and 
simlpe texts 

Use common 
words and 
phrases relating 
to passing of 
time. 
Before after, 
now then, past 
present 
Old and new 

All at sea Black beard 
And famous pirates 
(including women) 
Life on board pirate 
ship 

Know about (the 
lives of) significant 
individuals in the 
past (Blackbeard, 
Anne Bonny, Mary 
Read) 
Know about 
features of life 
beyond living 
memory (life 
aboard pirate ship 

  Identify similarities 
and differences 
between old and 
modern ships 
(including different 
kinds of cargoes).  
 

Use pictures, 
simple 
information 
books and 
videos. 
Record 
infromation in 
drawings 
writing 
including labels 
and captions.  

Understand 
pirates on 
sailing ships 
were hundreds 
of years ago- 
before living 
memory. 
 



parts of ship, roles 
and tasks etc 

 

Year 2 Fire Great fire of London- 
sequence of events 
Samuel Pepys 

Know about 
features of daily  
life- nature of 
buidings and 
towns- timber and 
thatch, narrow 
streets, wood fires 

Know about how 
buildings in 
London changed 
after the fire (new 
rules for buildings, 
King Charles II 
Ambitious plans, 
St Paul’s 
Cathedral) 

 Understand  and 
explain why the 
fire spread.   

Compare old and 
modern fire fighting 
resources. 

Understand 
that we can 
find out about 
the past from 
accounts of 
people at the 
time- Samuel 
Pepys 
diaries.(primary 
sources). 
Paintings of 
Great fire 
Paintings from 
the time 

Timeline of 
events 

 Famous 
people 

 Florence Nightingale/ 
Mary Seacole 
Crimean war 
 

Know that the 
Crimean war was 
fought between 
England (wth 
France and Russia) 
near what is now 
Turkey. (identify 
places on map)  
Know about 
Typical hospital 
treatments and 
conditions and  
ideas about 
disease 
Different 
experience of M S 
and FN, 

Know some of the 
changes FN and 
MS brought to 
nursing and why 
they were 
significant 

  Use 
photographs 
and paintings 
(primary 
sources) to  find 
information 
and to compare 
and contrast. 
Use books for 
research 

Date 
Centuries 
Understand 
beyond living 
memory 
 

Castles Locally significant 
people – owners of FH 
Castle 

Know some 
important roles of 
people in castles 
(Social structure) 

 
 
 

 

Use 
observations 
and fieldwork. 
Ask historical 
questions 

Understand was 
before Fire of 
London and 
Florence 
Nightingale 



 Know about and 
describe daily life 
in castle: 
banquets, jousting 
Understand 
Castles role in 
terms of defence 
and influence. 
Identify  key parts 
of a castle  
 

Use secondary 
sources (books 
and multi 
media)  

 C8 centuries 
ago 

Year 3 Ancient 
Egypt 

Tutenkamun 
Nefertiti 
Howard carter 
Rostta stone 

Understand that 
Ancient Egypt was 
an advanced 
ancient civlisation. 
Know features of 
Social and political 
structure in 
ancient 
Know about  Egypt  
Art and  Culture. 
Understand 
Significance of the 
Nile Delta to 
fertility and 
success- irrigation.  
Know how  
Rosetta stone 
enabled 
hieroglyphs to be 
read. 

  Compare and 
contrast with  with 
Bronze Age Britain 
at same time. 
 What were 
similarities and 
differences?  

Understand 
role of 
archaeology in 
discovering the 
past. 
Make 
deductions 
from artefacts 
and pictures. 
Research using 
books and 
internet 

Understand 
term BCE 
Millennia 
Pyramids 
2500BCE 
Tutenkhamun 
1500 BCE 
 

Stone Age 
to Bronze 
Age 

 Know about daily 
life of Mesolithic 
hunter gatherers.  
Know about 
significant places  
such as Skara Brae 
. 

Describe some 
technological 
changes between 
the periods 
Ie hunting to 
farming 

Cause; 
understand 
possible reasons 
for Neolithic 
revolution:  
Population 
pressure needed 

Recognise that 
Bronze age and 
Ancient Egypt were 
generally 
contemporaneous. 
Compare and 

Neolithic 4000-
2500BCE 
Bronze age 
2500- same 
time as 
pyramids.  



Be able to 
describe 
differences with 
Neolithic life- 
farming and 
settlement and 
bronze age use of 
metal tools, 
mining): 
Understand  why 
places like 
Stonehenge and 
Ave bury are such 
significant 
achievements. 
(organisation and 
effort- bluestones 
from Wales)   

Nomadic to settled 
life 
Stone to bronze 
tools 
  

more food . 
needed to involve 
elders and 
children in food 
production . 
Effect: 
Understand 
impact of farming 
forest clearance, 
hillforts; 
Population 
growth as there 
was more food 
Need to settle to 
keep livestock 
and store grains 

contrast aspects of 
life 

Farmers in 
both. 

Year 
4/5 

Ancient 
Greece 
Not 
covering 
2021/22 
5 and 6 
have 
covered – 
Y4 will 
revisit in 
Y5- Y4,5,6 
have 
covered 

Socrates, Plato, 
Aristotle, Homer 
Conflict between 
Athens and Sparta 
Olympic games 

Key achievements 
of classical 
Greece: 
Myths, Art and 
Culture, 
architecture 
Athens and Sparta 
Philosophy, 
Athletics, Theatre 

 Recognise legacy 
of ancient greece. 
Recognise ways it 
has influenced 
modern western 
life 

 Recognise role 
of archaeology . 
Surviving texts- 
eg plays and 
philosophy. 
Use secondary 
sources to 
research 

BCE 
Timeline 
Recognise 
classical Greek 
period was after 
Ancient Egypt 
and Br  
 

Romans in 
Britain 
Not 
covering 
21/22 due 
to mixed 

Julius Caesar failed 
attempt 
Claudius   
Roman Army  and 
empire  
Hadrian’s wall 
Celtic revolt- Boudicca 

Miliary tactics 
Boudicca  and 
revolts 
Know features of 
life in roman 
britain Villas, 
Baths, Towns ,. 

Changes resulting 
from Roman 
occupation – 
Romanisation of 
Britain Describe 
how the romans 
changed britain : 

Understand why 
the Romans came 
to Britain and the 
legacy they left. 

Compare aspects of 
Greek and roman 
life eg religion- art 
and culture. 
Understand that 
Rome was initially a 
Greek colony 

Use primary 
secondary 
sources to 
research 
Compare 
sources. 
Recognise that 

Recognise 
Romans and 
late Celts were 
iron age- after 
Egypt and 
Classical Greece 
(Bronze Age) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqtf34j/articles/ztqg4wx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqtf34j/articles/ztqg4wx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqtf34j/articles/ztqg4wx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqtf34j/articles/z2dr4wx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqtf34j/articles/z2dr4wx


year 
groups 

Impact of Roman Life 
on Britain 
legacy 

(Focus on Aquae 
Sulis- Bath)  
Compare and 
contrast with lives 
of Celts . 
Know why the 
Romans withdrew 
from Britain 
 
 

 people in 
history had 
different 
Recognise 
Romans and 
late Celts were 
iron age- after 
Egypt and 
Classical Greece 
perspectives 
and motives 

Know when 
Roman 
occupation 
began and 
ended onze age 

Y4/5 Anglo 
Saxon 
England 
Invaders 
and 
settlers 
 
 
NB were 4 
units of 
history in 
Y3 and 
y4/5 
2020/21  

Fall of Rome, decline 
of empire, invasion 
and settlement. Alfred 
, Athelstan, 
Conversion to 
Christianity 
 

Domestic life, 
religious life and 
learning, arts and 
crafts, society, 
government and 
Rule of Law 
 

Place names 
Conversion to 
Christianity- Iona, 
Canterbury 
 

Impact of Alfred’s 
rule 
Viking Raids 
Danelaw and 
Danegeld 

Make comparisons 
between  Saxons 
and Romans, 
reasons for coming 
to Britain,  way of 
life, buildings etc 
(Use A Street 
through Time) 

Ask  and 
answer 
meaningful 
historical 
questions such 
as How did the 
Saxons defeat 
the Vikings?  
Why was 
Athelstan first 
kind of all- 
England?  
 

Recognise that 
the Saxons 
settled after the 
romans had left 
Britain (410 AD) 
Recognise this 
was early 
middle ages- no 
longer ancient 
history.  

Y5/6 Saxons 
and 
Vikings 
Invaders 
and 
settlers 
 
See above 
and also: 

     Y5/6 Evaluate 
primary and 
secondary 
sources: eg  
Bede. Consider 
reasons for 
portraying 
events in 
particular way 
 
 
 

 



 Space 
Race: 
Significant 
point in 
history 

Events up to and 
including Lunar 
Landing- Sputnik and 
Apollo 
Kennedy Kruschev 
Current space race: eg 
Mars mission and 
Space X 

Cold War USSR and US 
Post war mid-century prosperity, white heat of technology 

Connections 
between 1960s and 
current space races: 
motivations and 
frontiers 
Co-operation (ISS 
and rivalry 
(billionaires) 

Use a range of 
sources 
including news 
reels and news 
reports. 
Understand 
propaganda 
and bias.  

Timeline of 
space race 
1950s and 60s  
 
20th/21st 
century.  
 
Decades 

 Note:  

• From the start of key stage 2, children study events in chronological order. This should be made explicit and when new topics are introduces 
the correct terminology BCE/AD a, century , millennia etc be used carefully. Children should understand where the period they are studying 
is placed. 

• Teachers should activate prior knowledge at the start of topics and help children link their learning to what they know and understand – 
drawing comparisons and distinctions between different times. 

• In KS1 the focus is on historical knowledge, who , what, when with some understanding of change in year 1 and cause and effect in year 2. 

• From KS2 there is a gradual development of more complex concepts including cause and effect, historical perspectives and connections over 
time. Children evaluate , rather than just use , sources in upper KS2.  

• Opportunities to compare with previous events/ periods and people studied are carefully planned and must be developed 
 

 

 


